
LEGENDARY NFL INSIDER JOSINA ANDERSON
RETURNS TO NATIONAL AIRWAVES WITH ‘THE
CREW’

Former ESPN NFL insider teams up with Brian Urlacher, Morris
Chestnut, Josh Norman and Deric Augustine with a new show
combining sports, comedy and entertainment

NEWS RELEASE BY NORTH SIXTH GROUP

Legendary NFL journalist and former ESPN insider Josina Anderson is making her return

to national airwaves with the launch of ‘The Crew’, a new NFL-centered talk show

featuring actor Morris Chestnut, NFL Hall of Famer Brian Urlacher, actor Deric Augustine

and 49ers star cornerback Josh Norman.

Episodes will live stream bi-weekly on Josina Anderson’s Twitter and the show’s YouTube

and Facebook pages Sundays at 7:30 PM ET and Tuesdays at 8:30 PM ET. Additionally,

USA Today will air each episode on its OTT digital streaming channel at

www.USAToday.com.

‘The Crew’ is leveling-up NFL conversation by elevating the cast first, combining a

fascinating mix of star personalities with an order of comic relief. Each episode is hosted

by legendary NFL journalist and former ESPN insider Josina Anderson and will feature a

Rolodex of VIP guests and a unique blend of funny skits for appointment-making NFL

conversation plenty of laughs.

“I am thrilled to announce the launch of our new show ‘The Crew’ alongside such an

eclectic and respected cast of professionals such as Morris, Brian, Deric, and Josh,” said

Josina Anderson, host of ‘The Crew’. “Since leaving ESPN I have been studying the

market and focusing on providing content that today’s audience craves. I believe we

have found this with ‘The Crew’, which will fuse highly engaging and comical content on

the backdrop of NFL news and stories that brings all of us together.”

The partnership with USA Today, which will air each episode of ‘The Crew’ on its OTT

digital streaming channel, is the first in a series of media partnerships and national

syndications that Anderson and ‘The Crew’ will be announcing. An additional

announcement is forthcoming about Anderson joining a national network.

‘The Crew’ is being sponsored by North Sixth Group, a family office operating company

based in New York with wholly-owned and minority interests in sports, entertainment,

media, and marketing all sharing a common vision of Passion, Purpose, and Progress.
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For more information on ‘The Crew’ visit www.TheCrewShow.com. To tune in to live

streams of ‘The Crew’ visit Josina Anderson’s Twitter and the show’s YouTube and

Facebook page at 7:30 PM ET on Sundays and Tuesdays at 8:30 PM ET beginning on

September 28 with premier guest Sean Payton, head coach of the New Orleans Saints.

ABOUT ‘THE CREW’

‘The Crew’ is leveling-up NFL conversation by elevating the cast first, combining a

fascinating mix of star personalities with an order of comic relief. The bi-weekly NFL-

centered talk show is hosted by Senior NFL Insider Josina Anderson and ‘The Crew’

featuring actor Morris Chestnut, Hall of Fame Brian Urlacher, actor Deric Augustine and

49ers CB Josh Norman. It’ll also feature a Rolodex of VIP guests and a unique blend of

funny skits, for appointment-making NFL conversation and plenty of laughs.
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